
No. 16

So/here,/1xkkiicx what it is giving,

It is so vital that we see what is presented in this particular verse, what is
the

given, and it begins with a picture of servant here: first, he is going to

be effective, and he is going to be goifid, and he is going to be exalted,
finally

you know I/ish I $ made this a whole year course instead of a semester.
abc*i

W really need twice as much time to get over this xm6ilax properly. He is

exalted, and he is__high and then we have this astonishing thing that he

is going to be humiliated, and Israel has been humiliated x±k in which respect

the servant of the Lord is p4 going to be exalted now, and will exalt Israel,

exalt the world, setting then up on the same level. But he is going to be
is going to be

humiliated as Israel )&é humiliated. Why on earth such a thing happen? Then
he

the next verse goes right on, and says , this is the

to accompi hh.s- work So shall he sprinkle many natinns It s eems to me

ha there ought to be a period there to end the verse/ in the section. So

shall he sprinkle many nations. Well, the people who don't think there is
if

not anything redemptive in the whole passage, hit/there is, i/ don't know
I

what there. But if there is well the word. sprinkle does wt have place, and

they've got to try something else. But you look at the word and see what is there
you

and .IWJI will find this word L (l3.7) and I brought along the

Englishman's Hebrew Concordance here, thinking I would go through all

%xiãxjrx the use of the word. I don't think I better, because we

must get on further. So I'll merely call your attention to thefact that
from

this word which is derived/is you all know of course, from
part

and I asked you to study the chapter 3, the last/of 3 very
get

carefully in English and ip Hebrew pretty well in mind. The Hebrew in
places

some are translated in various ways, and in other palaces absolutely

certain. This "ç *ich this is the Hiphil is given n this
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